H A R D H AT S Y S T E M

An old friend in a new shape.
CE-certified and
utilizing UV-stabilized material.
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H A R D H AT S Y S T E M

An excellent hard hat, now better than ever.
The old, experienced Peltor hard hat
G22C is modified and now complies with
current requirements in the European
standard EN 397:1995. With the objective to develop a price competitive advantage, we have created the new G22C.
This is a CE-certified hard hat manufactured in a new UV-stabilized material
and with unsurpassed strength.
New G22C is developed along the same
criteria as the previous one, the possibility to effectively combine a hard hat
with hearing protectors, face shields and
other accessories. Through evolution
and long-standing experience, we have
in the new price competitive G22C
further developed a comfortable performer, the old classic hard hat.

New G22C a tested
and approved hard hat
Since the new G22C is a quality product, it is naturally tested and approved.
This was performed in line with the new
European standard EN 397:1995, and
approved to additional requirements covering side stiffness, electrical insulation and
low temperature (-30°C).
These are standardized tests where the
hard hat is exposed to tough conditions.
New material
The new G22C is manufactured in a

Designed with the total
picture in focus
The hard hat is, like the earlier one,
designed with universality in mind.
This warrants that Peltor accessories, hearing protectors, face shields, and rain
shields easily fit the hard hat while secured by clever attachments.
The various complete hard hat systems are, as earlier, still available.

newly developed UV-stabilized ABS material with extreme stability and durability characteristics. In addition, the new
material gives the hard hat the lowest
possible weight in its class (315 gram).
Due to the UV-stabilization, the material
has an increased resistance to aging from
exposure to sunlight.

New G22C, still with
the old features
Needless to say, we have preserved the
appreciated features from the earlier G22.
The superior ventilation aided by the
ventilation orifices is still there.
Also the head harness with the wide fabric
bands, the easily replaced sweat-band, the
uncomplicated adjustment to fit the head,
the low placement of the neckband for
increased stability and balance and last
but not least the price.
In summary, the new G22C is just like
the earlier hard hat, but better.
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Improved chin strap
The chin strap in the new G22C is modified to meet the requirements in EN
397:1995.
The attachment of the chin strap will now
break loose at a force of 22 kg.
A safe feature if the chin strap hook on to
something.

Accessories

Spare parts

See separate
programme:
• hearing protector
• visor
• visor seal

• sweatband
• interior fittings
• chin-strap

G22 variants
Size: Can be adjusted for sizes 54 - 61
Colours: Orange, white, yellow, blue,
red or green.

World leader in hearing protection and communication in noisy environments.
protection and communication for manuOur mission is to improve job satisfaction with improved job satisfaction.
and comfort for all people exposed to haz- Our product development success hinges facturing and forestry industry, shooting,
ardous noise.
on more than 40 year’s experience, in-house hunting, aviation and motor sport.
In line with this mission, we have developed research and development and last but not For further information about the Peltor
a comprehensive line of hearing protection least constructive feed-back from our cus- training or hearing conservation programs
devices and communication devices that tomers. This strength has brought Peltor to or other products, please contact us directly
helps people work safely, comfortably and the position as world leader in hearing or contact one of our distributors.
®

Peltor Support

Peltor Ltd, Unit G, Ash Grove Industrial Park, Bognor Regis, West Sussex PO22, 9SL, United Kingdom.
Phone. +44 01243 86 03 30, Fax. +44 01243 86 86 54
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